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 Good morning, my name is Dean Ellinwood.  My business address is 5001 Brittonfield 

Parkway, Syracuse, New York, 13221.  I am Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Dairy 

Marketing Services.  Dairy Marketing Services, or DMS, is a cooperative venture that markets  

approximately fifteen billion pounds of milk annually, representing approximately 5,400 dairy  

farms throughout the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic areas.  DMS works with 140 independent milk  

haulers that pick-up an average of 700 loads of milk per day.  DMS farm milk is delivered to  

approximately 60 customers representing more than 100 dairy plants. 

 

 My primary functions include the sales and marketing of milk, contract negotiations and 

balancing the milk supply to meet the daily and seasonal requirements of our customers. 

 

 Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the Pennsylvania Association  

of Dairy Cooperatives (PADC) and specifically, on behalf of approximately three thousand eight  

hundred (3,800) producers in Pennsylvania who market their milk through PADC members and  

whose milk check is impacted every month by the PMMB over-order premium price. 

 

Northeast Milk Marketing Conditions 

 With schools out for the summer, farm milk production was more than adequate to meet 

the milk demand in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic areas.  As students return to schools and  

colleges during the end of August and beginning of September, we fully expect to see the normal  

seasonal uptick in Class I Reported Pennsylvania packaged milk sales (PADC Exhibit 1) along  

with the seasonal decrease in farm milk production (PADC Exhibit 2).   

 

 Since the last Over-Order Premium hearing, plant expansions are continuing to occur in  

the Northeast marketplace. 
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 Fage’s yogurt plant expansion in Johnstown, NY was completed earlier this year.   

Cayuga Milk Ingredients will be expanding their manufacturing plant in Aurelius, NY.    

HP HOOD has added capacity at its Oneida, NY plant.  Together, these plant expansions  

represent an additional capacity of 75 million pounds of milk per month, or 900 million pounds  

of milk annually.  This is the equivalent of 50 truckloads per day, with each carrying 50,000  

pounds of milk. 

 

Comparison to Nearby Markets 

 For the immediate surrounding areas of Pennsylvania, milk is predominately sold to  

Class I plants at an over-order price that is the same for all milk delivered to the plant, regardless  

of the classification of the milk.  Thus, this does not provide us with a direct comparison to the  

PMMB Over-Order Premium level for Class I milk only.  For processing plants that are  

predominately Class I, the range of service provided by the milk Seller and the range of the over- 

order price on ALL milk delivered is negotiated between the Buyer and Seller. 

 

Pennsylvania Farm Milk Production and Projected Prices 

 The most recent USDA Milk Production Report, for the month of June 2015, (PADC  

Exhibit 3) estimated an increase in milk production in the 23 selected states of 0.7% compared to  

one year ago.  According to the report, Pennsylvania’s farm milk production increased by 3.1  

percent, with no increase in cow numbers, and milk per cow increasing by 50 pounds per cow.   

Overall this amounted to an increase of 27 million pounds of milk produced in Pennsylvania  

compared to June 2014.   

 The US farm milk price has declined substantially from last year with little recovery  

expected through the first quarter of 2016.  PADC Exhibits 4 and 5 are Class III and IV prices  

respectively, comparing actual 2014, and year to date 2015 prices along with forecasts for the  
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remainder of 2015 and into 2016.  The estimates are an average of several sources, including the  

CME Group futures markets, dairy economic firms, and land-grant-university based forecasting  

groups.  When combining the Class III and IV prices, today’s prices paid to dairy farmers are  

down approximately one third from last year, making it important that the premium be kept at  

the current level. 

 

Summary 

 While current Pennsylvania milk production is up compared to last year, dairy farmers  

have seen a drastic reduction in the price paid to them, with little price change expected through  

the first quarter of 2016.  Schools and colleges are back in session and will require additional  

milk volumes compared to the summer months.  We also continue to see plant expansions in the  

Northeast that will draw upon the area milk supply.  For these reasons, The Pennsylvania  

Association of Dairy Cooperatives requests the Board maintain the current Over-Order Premium  

of $1.60/cwt. plus the current fuel adjuster formula. 

 

 On behalf of the approximately three thousand eight hundred (3,800) Pennsylvania dairy 

farmers I represent, thank you for the opportunity to present this important information to the 

Milk Marketing Board. 
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